Clearance of lung edema into the pleural space of volume-loaded anesthetized sheep.
To determine whether lung edema leaks into the pleural space, we measured flow rates of visceral pleural liquid from exposed sheep lungs during volume loading and then compared the protein concentration of visceral pleural liquid and lung interstitial liquids (lymph and peribronchovascular cuff liquid). For 4 h, we volume loaded 24 anesthetized ventilated sheep with one side, both sides, or neither side of the chest open. During the experiment, we collected visceral pleural liquid from a bag surrounding the exposed lung and lung lymph; after the experiment, we collected peribronchovascular cuff liquid. We found that during volume loading visceral pleural liquid flow increased significantly by 2 h, and its protein concentration over the final hour was the same as that of lung interstitial liquids. The volume of visceral pleural liquid correlated with excess lung water and wedge pressure elevation. By our estimates, clearance of edema from the lung into the pleural space constituted 23-29% of all edema liquid collected, similar to measured lymph edema clearance. We conclude that edema liquid leaks directly from edematous sheep lungs into the pleural space and that this leakage provides an important additional route of edema clearance.